Somatic mutation, monoclonality and stochastic models of stem cell organization in the intestinal crypt.
Among highly proliferating tissues the intestinal tissue is of particular interest. Techniques are available that permit an insight into how intestinal crypts as the basic macroscopic tissue unit are regenerated from a small population of self-maintaining stem cells. However, neither the precise number of these stem cells nor their properties are known. We have recently suggested a model of stem cell organization which explains the life cycle of murine intestinal crypts, their birth (by crypt fission) and extinction rates, as well as their size distribution on a quantitative basis (Loeffler & Grossman, 1991). The model assumptions involve two stochastic branching processes, one for the growth of several independent indistinguishable stem cells and a second for a threshold dependent crypt fission process. New data have now become available challenging the above concept. They relate to the conversion of crypts to monoclonal phenotypic expression after mutagenic events, presumably taking place in single stem cells. A detailed analysis of these data is shown here utilizing a more elaborate version of the above model. The new data are consistent with this model within the range of parameters predicted previously. We conclude that the cellular regeneration of intestinal crypts can be explained on the basis of several indistinguishable stem cells which can replace each other.